Local Story
sustainable storytelling

what we believe
Storytelling is shorthand
for empathy.

People are empowered by telling
their story.
Stories bridge the gap from
policy-level work to local
stakeholders.

why Local Story?
There's often a disconnect in advocacy, a habit of telling not
showing, that is a natural outgrowth of how policy making
works – statistics, theories, finding imperfect solutions to large
scale problems. Yet even impressive policy work can
sometimes feel small, incremental, and from afar, irrelevant.
There’s a communication gap in making the story of
important public work personal, close and intimate.
Local Story was created to specifically fill this gap. We bring
the best practices of Storytelling, Education, and International
Development to bare to fit your unique opportunities.

Our approach
Every story is different, so is every
organization.
Local Story creates sustainable
storytelling with those living the
story.
We work directly with your
stakeholders to unearth their
stories, and help tell them
authentically.

✍
✍
✍

Anyone can be a great storyteller.
Long-term relationships increase impact.
Stories begin in communities. They
✍ are empowering, therapeutic, and strengthen culture.
✍ are living, evolving works of art. They are not static.

the storytelling process
Planning: Organization staff and Local Story discuss the factors
that will influence the storytelling process, including time,
money, potential storylines, accessibility of locations, and other
factors.
Discovering: Local stakeholders show us what the “real” story
is, who the real characters are, and lead us to insights that would
not be possible without their participation.
Creating: Content is made in the field using photography, video,
audio, and narrative writing.
Editing: Organization staff and Local Story work side-by-side
editing one or several stories so that staff learn by doing. Staff
are taught on how to use content in a variety of ways. For
example, a single image may be used on social media as a
“teaser” for a more a substantial series of images.
Sharing: The story is reviewed by the co-creation team and
broader organization. Opportunities for long-term storytelling
are identified if applicable, and the appropriate audience and
medium(s) are agreed upon. Local Story and the organization
distribute the stories and, based on both internal and external
feedback, begin the iterative planning stage of the process.

building sustainability
Local Story uses a multi-phased approach
to ensure that stories reflects your
organization's mission and goals, stays
interesting and relevant to the public, and
is easily refreshed and updated.
Typically, Local Story visits project sites
several times to ensure that staff are
comfortable with the storytelling process.
Each visit shifts more responsibility to
local staff, building confidence and
competency as we go.

deliverables
Deliverables are always customized, here
are some examples:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Still photography portfolios edited to tell a story for social
media audiences and/or physical exhibition spaces
Multimedia with photography, video, and narrative writing
Long form writing pieces that can be used in promotional
materials and/or via social media
Short video stories (~5 minutes) that reveal a succinct
window into a another world
Longer video stories (~10 minutes) that go further in-depth
into a stakeholder’s life, including ancillary characters and
locations
Short documentary films (~30 minutes) that tell a linear
story from beginning to end

The entire process is done collaboratively, with several follow-up visits to ensure sustainability.

The Karen Hilltribes
Trust: a case study

Local Story and the Karen Hilltribes
Trust (KHT) partnered together from
June through August, 2016, to create
authentic stories from the
community and improve the capacity
of staff to tell stories in the future.

a tailored approach
Based on an initial needs
assessment, Local Story and KHT
created:
• More authentic storytelling that
reflected KHT’s approach to
development work (ie, bottomup, coming from the
community); and an
• Increased capacity within KHT to
tell these stories.

William Harden, KHT Director
“The Karen Hilltribes Trust partnered with Lee Cohen and Local Story in
2016 to enable us to better channel authentic stories from mountain
villages in Mae Hong Son to our donors, supporters and the public. Lee
approached this project systematically, and with minimal resources was
able to place himself within our local staff team and on project to make
this happen. As a result of working with Local Story, we have a staff
member who can now write her own case studies, a new introductory
video and some top quality video to work with. I would encourage other
organisations to move from the language of beneficiaries to authors of
their own narrative, and to contact Local Story to do this.”

more information
Lee Cohen, founder of Local Story, has
worked on educational mandates around the
world for the past ten years. His background
marries policy, monitoring and evaluation
with creative and non-fiction writing and
documentary photography. Previously, he was a
Foreign Service Officer for the US Agency for
International Development (USAID).
Local Story is based out of Brooklyn, NY.

Contact Us:
www.localstory.world
leecohen@localstory.world
(917) 330-4415

